



A new study of how experience contributes to apparently insightful
problem-solving by tool-using crows has shown that operating an apparatus
with the beak or a stick promotes novel use of stones on the same apparatus.Sara J. Shettleworth
People are said to solve problems
insightfully when the solution appears
in an ‘aha moment’, a feeling of
suddenly seeing the pieces fall into
place, rather than after systematically
examining possibilities to find what
works. Even when solving simple
verbal puzzles in the laboratory,
people intuitively recognize insightful
solutions [1]. But to test for a cognitive
process in other species we need to
define it in terms of behavior, not
subjective experience. Accordingly,
studies of animal insight have relied
on a definition proposed by Thorpe
(page 100 in [2]) over half a century
ago as ‘‘the sudden production of
a new adaptive response not arrived at
by trial (and error) behaviour..’’. The
classic example of animal insight is
even older: Kohler’s [3] observations
of chimpanzees using sticks or
stacking boxes to obtain out-of-reach
food. Most subsequent tests of insight
in animals have also involved tool
use, but they have generally been
limited to demonstrating that one
animal or another shows behavior
consistent with Thorpe’s definition.
But a study reported in this issue of
Current Biology [4] begins to analyse
the processes underlying a new
example of insightful behavior in birds.
Although comparatively little studied
in animals up to now, insight has been
the subject of substantial research and
lively debate among psychologists
studying human problem-solving and
creativity [5]. A key issue is whether
solutions people experience as
insightful are in fact arrived at by
a process distinct from that used in
‘normal’ problem solving. Evidence
that they are not comes from
experiments showing that relevant
past experience increases success
in problems solved with insight just
as in other sorts of problems ([6], but
see [7]). Understanding innovative or
insightful animal behaviors would
also be advanced by studying how
they reflect past experiences. In fact,Kohler’s observations were
subsequently extended by others
who found that chimpanzees’ use
of sticks as tools depended on past
contact with sticks [8,9]. And Epstein
and colleagues [10] showed that
pigeons trained both to peck a hanging
toy banana and to push a box toward
a goal, but not pigeons given other
experiences, ‘insightfully’ pushed
the box into place under the banana
when it was out of reach and
climbed onto it to peck the banana.
The pigeons’ behavior resulted
from predictable interactions of
tendencies to perform previously
learned responses, not some
additional special process.
A new wave of research on
possible insightful behavior in birds
has been inspired by the study of
New Caledonian crows (Corvus
moneduloides). Unlike pigeons,
these birds make and use tools in
the wild [11] and in laboratory tests
seem to understand tools and use
them insightfully [12]. However, some
members of the crow family (corvids)
not known to use tools in the wild,
namely rooks (C. frugilegus), are also
adept at solving problems with tools
in the laboratory [13]. The special
feats of New Caledonian crows may
therefore be explicable by specialized
motivational or motor rather than
cognitive factors [13,14]. New
Caledonian crows were the subjects
in the new report by von Bayern and
colleagues [4], which addressed the
findings of a recent pair of studies
with rooks [15,16] by deconstructing
the task and showing that experience
with elements of it contributes to
a successful solution.
In the first study with rooks [15],
the birds learned to drop stones down a
tube to collapse a platform and release
food. In the second [16], the same birds
dropped stones through a tube into
water, bringing a floating worm within
reach. During a pretest, none of the
six New Caledonian crows tested by
von Bayern et al. [4] spontaneously
dropped stones into an apparatus likethat used in the first study with rooks
[15]. Two of the crows were then
trained as the rooks had been initially,
to nudge stones placed on the edge of
the tube by the experimenters, making
them fall onto the platform and collapse
it to release the food. Both crows then
immediately brought stones to the
apparatus and dropped them down
the tube, again repeating findings
with rooks [15]. The gathering and
dropping of stones is the remarkable
finding with both species. So far
as is known, none of the birds had
previously been rewarded for such
actions. What had they learned from
pushing stones into the tube that
supported this ‘insightful’ novel
behavior?
The treatment of the four other
crows in the new study [4] suggests
an answer. All were trained to collapse
the platform by pushing it with their
beaks through a short tube. Two of
these birds then immediately used
stones with the original apparatus.
The two birds that did not, however,
did use sticks to operate the apparatus;
one of them subsequently used stones.
Importantly, neither of the successful
treatments involved seeing or
manipulating stones; they involved
only the bird causing something
(beak or stick) to contact the
platform, via a tube, and collapse
it to release the food.
The authors [4] summarize the
effects of this experience as ‘‘learning
about some functional affordance of
the task (collapsibility of the platform
through force or contact)’’. According
to one view of animal physical
cognition [17], they may have learned
about contact, the observable correlate
of force on the platform, but it is unlikely
they additionally had some concept of
force. This interpretation is consistent
with the observation that one crow
dropped a feather down the tube in
an early trial, an observation that
should be followed up by testing
animals initially with a bigger choice
of tools, as in [18]. The affordances
of the apparatus also include the
collapsibility of the platform to
release the food. Knowledge of this
affordance could be acquired with no
tube present during the birds’ initial
training, indeed simply by seeing the
platform collapse, operated remotely.
Not only children and chimpanzees
[19] but also pigeons [20] learn such
affordances. Having seen a door slide
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most push it in the same direction
themselves on their first attempt.
Such affordance learning may have
played a role in the behavior of one
rook in the original study [15] which
dropped stones down the tube after
seeing another bird do so. Again,
further tests are called for.
It is always easier to explain animal
behavior anthropomorphically, as
reflecting human-like concepts or
understanding, than to imagine other
ways of responding to observable
cues. The deconstructionist approach
to ‘insightful behavior’ in the present
study [4] makes a noteworthy advance,
but more remains to be done to analyse
the processes underlying the birds’
novel use of stones in this and earlier
[15,16] studies. Manipulating
experience with stones or other
relevant objects prior to the experiment
should be part of these investigations
as by itself no amount of learning
about the apparatus in the absence
of stones will explain why the birds
then bring and use stones. New
Caledonian crows are uncommon
in laboratories, as reflected by the
small number of animals in the presentCytokinesis: Closur
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As their common name would
imply, cells of the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe divide
by medial fission. A contractile ring
is assembled at the centre of the cell
during mitosis; at the end of anaphase,
contraction of the contractile ring
guides synthesis of the septum that
bisects the cell. A group of protein
kinases which collectively form what
is known as the ‘septation initiation
network’ (SIN) is essential for
cytokinesis. Loss of SIN signalling
produces multinucleate cells, while
constitutive activation of the SIN
results in multiseptated cells [1].
The SIN also collaborates with the
anillin-related protein mid1p tostudy [4]. The fact that members of at
least one more readily available
species, rooks, behave similarly with
tools should make such projects
practical.
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both SPBs, where low levels of byr4p,
but not cdc16p, are also present.
During anaphase B, the cdc7p signal
at the oSPB grows fainter while the
nSPB becomes brighter, reaching
a maximum as the SPBs approach
the cell tips. The signals of the GAP
proteins also increase in intensity
throughout anaphase, but at the oSPB
[5]. To date, no role has been ascribed
to this asymmetric protein distribution.
Etd1p was proposed previously to
provide a link between the contractile
ring and the SIN [6]. Loss of etd1p
function produces a multinucleate
SIN-mutant phenotype and it is
required to maintain the SIN in an
active state [6]. Etd1p is essential [6],
but only at low temperatures [3].
Epistasis analysis suggests the etd1p
acts upstream of spg1p [3], or in
a feedback loop [6]. GFP-tagged etd1p
is located at the cell tips in interphase
and during the early stages of mitosis.
A medial cortical band is also seen
early in mitosis. At the end of anaphase,
when the SIN is presumed to
